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Ive tried changing the sorting but nothing has worked for me. A: .qst can be opened with any plain text editor. TextEdit is one such, and it doesn't support bold or italic formatting, so you'll need a better one. The qst file is just a plain text file containing everything you want your answer to
look like. Only "time": {time[1]} {time[2]}.... for each question will appear in bold. The relevant data is at the end of the file. Dear Melika, The job opened was about the Italian Masters and it was good that I decided to send it . It wasn't an easy job. They wanted me to write the description of
the parts of the role and they sent me the job description of the Italian Masters "pre-qualification" and I had to adapt it to italian language :). I had to write 5 requirements at the end of the description in 1 or 2 minutes. Thank you for the job! Regards, Elena -----Original Message----- From:
Melika Henney [melika.henney@intel.com] Sent: Wednesday, July 04, 2002 2:09 PM To: Elena Lucia Pandolfi Subject: [Postdoc] Interview for July 12-16th, 2002 Hi Elena, Thanks for filling out the application! Here's the job. It's for 9 positions, open till July 30th, 2002 (which I think is too short to
get interviews, right?). You have 3 days to apply. Best of luck! * Employment summary * JOB DESCRIPTION Objective of the postdoctoral position is to participate in the research project, to establish the communication between members of research staffs and other groups working in the area
of interest. The successful candidate, should demonstrate knowledge in convex programming, statistical modeling, optimisation, and machine learning. The candidate should have experience in using MATLAB and/or R/S-Plus. The successful candidate should have a solid background and
abilities in research, be good team players, and have hands on experience in the area of interest. Job Description The successful candidate shall assist in carrying out the project designed
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